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Introduction 

File systems are the historically preferred method for storing shared-access, unstructured data in 

corporate data centers. By contrast, object storage has become the native method for bulk storage of 

unstructured data in the cloud. The following are reasons for this change in approach: 

» File systems are designed principally to organize data in ways humans can understand. Object 

storage organizes data in a more compute-friendly way. 

» Object storage scales to considerably larger namespaces than file systems, because object storage 

uses a flat namespace, while file systems rely on directory hierarchies that become burdensome at 

scale. 

» Object data supports extended metadata attributes that allow more-comprehensive search 

operations, and it can support buckets with billions of objects when needed. 

To help users adapt to this changing landscape, the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance family of products 

has implemented an object interface. This interface will allow application developers to access the 

highly scalable ZFS metadata service using a programmatic interface with familiar semantics. This 

capability is also highly compatible with Oracle Storage Cloud Service Object Storage (a feature of 

Oracle Storage Cloud Service), because both interfaces use the OpenStack Swift API set. 
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How Object Storage Works 

With object storage, objects are stored in a flat structure. There are no folders, directories, or hierarchies. The 

objects are accessed using an object ID, which can be anything you define. This structure lends itself well to 

implementing a relational database on top of the objects to allow complex queries of existing data, and to adding 

enhancements to the “metadata” in the database during iterative analysis. 

This process is aided by the fact that the location of the object is irrelevant, making data stored both locally and in 

the cloud accessible from the same namespace. In fact, as long as you update the location of the object in the 

database, you can migrate data at will—without changing the way users access a specific piece of information. In 

this model, an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system serves as a highly scalable and versatile object store 

repository, and it is assumed that the database and application layers live outside the appliance. 

Also, helpful from a programming perspective is the fact that unlike a file system, there are no rules about what you 

can include in the object’s metadata. The metadata is simply an empty space into which you can enter whatever 

best suits your environment: from a simple numbering scheme to a sophisticated set of named attributes.  

The most typical access method for object storage is HTTP or HTTPS. Most current cloud-oriented systems employ 

REST APIs to help you access the files. This infrastructure provides proven methods to authenticate, get file 

properties, and manage permissions. 

Oracle ZFS Storage as an Object Store Repository 

For many years, there have been on-premises storage solutions built on object storage. Common applications for 

these systems are data archiving systems and content repositories. Creating these sorts of targeted environments 

isn’t the goal of the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance object storage implementation. Instead, the goal is to provide a 

fast and scalable object store repository that application developers can use to store blobs of data for easy access—

much the way that web developers use Amazon Simple Storage Service or Oracle Storage Cloud Service Object 

Storage. 

The OpenStack Swift APIs 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems implement their object capability with OpenStack Swift APIs. While this 

simplifies using the implementation in OpenStack environments, it is not the primary driver for the choice. Because 

the goal of the interface is programmatic access, not OpenStack integration, the choice of the Swift APIs mostly 

provides a familiar and broadly deployed interface semantic, and it also allows Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

developers access to test tools for the API that that they wouldn’t have access to with a proprietary API. 

Also, the developers of Oracle’s object and archive storage clouds implemented their designs using the Swift APIs, 

which means users can have a “develop once” approach for mixed on-premises and in-cloud storage assets. 
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ZFS Object Store Architecture 

The ZFS object store data service provides an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system with the option for users to 

store data objects using OpenStack Swift API V1.0 using an HTTP RESTful interface. This allows  

cloud-oriented clients to store data on an appliance. The ZFS object store is implemented as a layer on top of the 

ZFS file system. The ZFS object store data service is fully integrated with the appliance, as well as with other data 

services such as snapshot, clone, remote replication, and encryption. Other appliance data protocols, such as NFS 

and SMB, can be used to read user data from the ZFS object store. 

 

 

Figure 1: ZFS object store architecture 

The OpenStack Swift API uses three elements to access an object: <Account-Name>, <Container-Name>, and 

<Object-Name>. Accounts and containers are a way of grouping objects. In Swift, the account object is normally 

related to the OpenStack project or tenant. In the ZFS object store implementation, the share mount path is used for 

the account name, for example, /export/fs1. Containers are similar to directories or folders. Accounts and 

containers cannot be nested.  

Swift uses object information stored in metadata (MD) for each of the three elements. Each Swift element has its 

own set of MD, and the ZFS object store stores this information using ZFS extended attribute properties. 

Authentication 

Client users can access object store shares by authenticating themselves to the appliance. Once properly 

authenticated, a token can be used for further API operations on the object store repository. 

Three authentication methods are supported: using local users, using an OpenStack Keystone server, and using 

LDAP. 
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Authentication Using Local Users 

Local users are users for which a user account (this is not related to a Swift account object) has been created within 

the appliance. For each user that is to be used for accessing objects in the object store repository, a user account 

needs to be created on the appliance. This is a UNIX-type account, with a unique user ID (UID). All local users will 

be added to the already existing internal local UNIX group called “other” in the appliance. 

The authentication function used by the object storage RESTful API follows the v1.0 OpenStack authentication API, 

meaning a username and password need to be supplied that match one of the configured local users in the 

appliance. After a positive authentication, an authorization token is returned by the appliance to the client. This token 

can then be used for any further object data–related API operations on the share to be used for object storage API 

manipulation. 

Authentication Using Keystone 

OpenStack provides a lookup directory service for its OpenStack compute services, data services, and users. It 

contains a method to define an organizational model (domains and projects) for which access rules can be defined 

using a roles structure. Users are normally authenticated against a domain and a project to determine permissions 

of access based on the defined roles for that user for that domain and project. When a user is positively 

authenticated, the Keystone server returns an authorization token that can be used to grant access to a specific 

OpenStack service. In the OpenStack environment for object storage operations, the OpenStack Swift object data 

service is used. In Swift, the Keystone project object is used for the Swift account object. In older releases of 

OpenStack, the project object is referred to as tenant. 

An Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system has the option to use the OpenStack Keystone service to authenticate a 

user and retrieve an access token. No other information is used from the OpenStack Keystone service. Optionally, a 

storage URL can be defined in the Keystone server. Then that URL can be used to locate the share in the appliance 

used for the object store repository. OpenStack v2.0 of the Keystone authentication protocol is supported by the 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance object store repository. 

Figure 2 shows the process for a user to be granted access to an appliance share that is used as an object store 

repository. 

1. The client issues an authentication request to the OpenStack Keystone server using a URL that contains 

the supported authentication protocol version for that server and the TCP port number the Keystone 

service listens to for incoming requests, for example, http://<keystoneserver>:5000/v2.0/auth. When the 

provided user credentials are correct, the Keystone server returns an access token with information about 

the length of time the token will remain valid. If a storage URL is configured in the Keystone service, this 

information is also returned. The storage URL can be used for further data object operations. 

2. The client issues further data object operations to the appliance by specifying the share’s export path 

using the RESTful API interface. For each operation, the username and access token needs to be 

specified. The appliance will verify the validity of the token with the Keystone server before allowing the 

object data operation to be executed, as shown in step 2A of the figure. 
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Figure 2: Appliance object store Keystone authentication steps 

When a client such as the Swift client from OpenStack is used, the authentication and data operation steps are both 

executed by the Swift client. Using the –debug option of the Swift client will show the underlying RESTful API calls 

executed using curl.  

Authentication Using LDAP 

The Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance object store repository also supports user authentication using the Lightweight 

Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). LDAP is a protocol interface to an information directory containing people and 

organizational information. Queries can be executed to, for instance, find a list of people belonging to a certain 

group in an organization. The security model of LDAP provides a mechanism for clients to prove their identity 

(authentication). An Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system uses LDAP to grant access to users by using the LDAP 

authentication function. Users have to be added to the appliance as “directory” users. When an authentication 

request is issued using the OpenStack auth API call, the provided user credentials are compared by the appliance 

to the encrypted password provided by the LDAP server. 
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Figure 3: Appliance object store LDAP authentication steps 

 

Object Concepts 

The OpenStack Swift object data model uses is a simple flat namespace to store data objects. This data model has 

a direct relationship with the OpenStack Keystone identity management and authorization concepts. A key concept 

in the OpenStack Keystone data model is the project abstraction used by OpenStack services to group resources 

and manage user access to those resources. Users are given access to a set of resources through a project using 

roles. 

 

Figure 4: OpenStack resource and authentication model 

In the latest releases of OpenStack, the domain entity has been added. A user can be member of multiple projects 

but can be a member of only one domain. For each project, a role defines the type of membership for a user for a 

certain project. 

The Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance object storage implementation is based upon the OpenStack v1.0 object, 

authentication, and access control list (ACL) API. This API version does not include the use of domains and project, 

or tenants, or accounts in the authentication and ACL API functions.  
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For the OpenStack Swift object data service, the project object is mapped onto the Swift account object. This name 

can be misleading because the account object acts as a departmental group-type entity.  

Each OpenStack Swift domain holds accounts, each account holds containers, and each container holds the data 

objects. When no domains and projects are going to be used, always create a domain named Default and a project 

named Default in the Keystone database. 

 

Figure 5: Swift objects organization 

Shares and Accounts 

Accounts are the root storage location for all data in the object store repository and have no relationship with user 

identity accounts. Each account has a metadata structure allocated to it that stores metadata related to the account 

and a list of available containers. Some elements of the metadata can be manipulated using the Swift API with the 

POST option. Other metadata is set at the time when the OpenStack account or appliance share is created.   

Depending on the way permissions are set up, accounts can be set up for single-user access, for a group of users, 

or for a specific data service, such as a backup service. 

In the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance object storage implementation, the share export path is used for the 

OpenStack account object. It is specified in the storage URL, for example, 

http://<ObjectStoreNode>/v1/export/<ShareName>/<ContainerName>/<ObjectName>.  

Nowhere else in the ZFS object store API is the OpenStack account concept used. The authentication API functions 

use the OpenStack v1.0 authentication and ACL API functions. They use only the user credentials, not the tenant or 

project elements of OpenStack. 

Containers 

Containers are user-definable elements in the object data path. They are very similar to directories in traditional file 

systems; however, their names need to be unique within an account. Containers cannot be nested. As with 

accounts, a container has a metadata structure allocated to it and a list of objects stored within the container. The 

metadata also contains the ACLs set for the container. 

Objects 

Objects represent the data stored in the object store repository. Each object also has a set of metadata stored along 

with it. Objects are stored in containers and, as mentioned earlier, containers cannot be nested. Object names can 

contain the “/” character, however. This allows the object name to be used to define “pseudo” type directories or 

subcontainers.  
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ACL Model 

The Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance object store repository uses the OpenStack v1.0 ACL API. This API version 

provides support for container-type ACLs. In the appliance, only the owner of a share that is used for object storage 

has the right to create containers within that share and grant other users access to a container within that share.  

Object store ACLs are stored within the metadata of a container and form an ACL layer on top of the underlying ZFS 

file system ACLs. Users of the object store repository will have visibility only to the object store ACLs using the 

RESTful API functions. 

The ACL syntax specifies read and write access to a container for all users or for a list of users. A separate format is 

used to allow users to see the list of objects in a container. 
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Setting Up an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance System to Use a ZFS Object Store  

To be able to use the ZFS object store function in an appliance, for each file system, the object store mode should 

be enabled and related access options should be specified. It is best to start by creating a project in the appliance 

that contains all the appropriate settings for a share to be used as an object store repository. When you create a 

share in the new project, all relevant settings are inherited from the project settings. 

Creating an Appliance Project for an Object Store 

It is recommended to create a project in the appliance that holds all the default values of the various properties 

specific for the use of an object store share in the appliance. 

Under the General tab, in the Default Settings section, verify that the file permissions are set to R W X (Read, Write, 

directory access) for User only; for both Group and Other no permissions should be set. The user’s name and 

group name will be set at the time a share is created. 

 

Figure 6: Set user file permissions for object store use 

Under the Protocols tab, in the HTTP section, set the object store mode to either Read only or Read/write. Each 

share can be used by many data services, including the object store data service. When the object store data 

service is used, all other data services should be used in read-only mode. Other data services should never be 

allowed to make updates or write new data to share that is using the object store service, because the data will not 

be visible to the object storage Swift API clients. 

Figure 7: Set the HTTP service’s object store mode for object store use 

Under the Access tab, in the Inherited ACL Behavior section, verify that ACL behavior on mode change is set to 

Discard ACL and ACL inheritance behavior is set to Inherit all but “write ACL” and “change owner”. 

 

Figure 8: Set inherited ACL behavior for object store use 
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Enable the Object Store Service 

The object store service needs to be enabled in the Appliance Services section for the HTTP service.  

On the HTTP services screen, under General Settings, the HTTP access modes can be set. For production 

environments, it is strongly recommended to select HTTPS only from the Protocols list to avoid unauthorized 

snooping of user authentication credential details. 

In the Object Store section, optionally specify the Default path (X-Storage-Url property in the command-line 

interface [CLI]). This is the full name of a share that will be returned as the default storage Swift account location 

when a user authenticates without specifying a specific storage location. This might be useful when a single share is 

used as an object store location. 

 

Figure 9: Activating the appliance’s object store data service 

Creating a Share for Object Store Use 

Select the project in the appliance that was set up earlier and use “add share” to create a share to be used as the 

object store repository. Give the share a name, and specify the owner of the share. The owner is the user that will 

have permission to create containers in the object store share and can give other users access to those containers. 

Depending on the type of authentication method used, specify the client user as owner of the share, as listed in the 

table below. 

TABLE 1. USER AND GROUP SETTINGS FOR DIFFERENT AUTHENTICATION METHODS 

Type of Authentication Specify This in the User Field Specify This in the Group Field 

Local user  Specify the username.  Always choose other. 

LDAP user  Specify the username. Specify the LDAP group name the LDAP user is a 

member of. 

Keystone user Always use the preconfigured “swift” user 

as the username. 

Always use the preconfigured “swift” group as the 

group name. 
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The correct share owner name has to be set at this point because this information is added to the metadata of the 

share. The share owner name is the account in a Swift context. This metadata information cannot be changed 

afterwards. Keep the default user R W X permissions settings; do not make any changes to them. Once the share is 

created, the user set as owner of the share can use API functions to create containers in the share and make ACL 

changes to those using the Swift RESTful API interface. 

 

 

Figure 10: Create a share for object store usage 

In the Protocols page for the file system, verify that Object store mode in the HTTP section is set to either Read or 

Read/Write. Set the mode for any other data service, including the WebDAV share mode, to Read-only or None. 

Note that the URL to be used by the API for local authentication is shown under the mode setting. The “object” part 

of the path can be omitted. When accessing the actual objects, the “auth” part in the string needs to be removed. 
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Figure 11: Object Store share data service settings 

Setting Up Keystone Authentication 

The OpenStack Keystone identity service for authenticating users can be selected in the BUI’s HTTP data services 

page, as mentioned earlier. The authentication URL, as configured in the Keystone.conf file on the Keystone 

server, needs to be specified in the Authentication URI field. Note that the appliance supports up to v2.0 of the 

Keystone authentication protocol. A URI should look like the following: 

http://<keystone-server-name>:<keyauthport>/v2.0  

Part of the Keystone setup process on the server on which the Keystone authentication service is running is to 

configure the Swift object data service. In this setup process, an administrative user needs to be created with an 

admin role and as member of an OpenStack project. See the OpenStack installation documentation for further 

details. In most examples used in the OpenStack documentation, a user named swift whose role is set to admin 

is used as a member of a project named service. Specify the user credentials—as set up in the OpenStack 

installation process—in the role, tenant (== project), and user fields together with the login password. When you 

confirm the details by clicking Apply, the appliance will verify that the specified user can be authenticated by the 

Keystone server specified in the URI field. 

Note that OpenStack Keystone uses the project object (also referred to as the tenant in earlier releases) as the 

equivalent of the Swift account concept. This means that whenever a Swift client authenticates using Keystone and 

specifies a project, a storage URI is returned that contains a reference to the account the user has permission to 

use. This storage URI is set up as part of configuring the Swift data service in Keystone. Storage endpoints for the 

Swift data service are created for the object-store type of service in the following form:  

http://<swift-proxy-server>/vx/KEY_\$(tenant_id)s  

When Keystone is configured for use with the ZFS object store service of the appliance, there is no need to 

configure any endpoints for the Swift object-store type of service because the ZFS object store supports up to v2.0 

authentication, except for authentication against projects or tenants and domains.  
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Authenticating Swift API clients with Keystone has to be done explicitly to the Keystone service because an Oracle 

ZFS Storage Appliance system does not act as proxy for authentication when Keystone is used. The authentication 

process is a two-step process. The client first directly authenticates the user against the Keystone service using a 

URL that specifies the Keystone server name or IP address, the Keystone service listening port number, and the 

authentication protocol version to be used. The version number depends on the supported authentication services’ 

versions of the Keystone server.  

 

 

Figure 12: Client user authentication process using Keystone 

Current supported OpenStack Keystone authentication versions require a user, password, and project (or tenant) to 

be specified. The project or tenant does not have any relationship with the appliance share name. If the 

authentication is successful, a user token is returned in X-Auth-Token. This token then needs to be used to 

access the share that is used as an object store in the appliance. The appliance verifies the validity of the token with 

the Keystone service before the actual client API command is accepted. 

Note that when the Swift client is used, all of the above steps are executed by the Swift client. 
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Setting Up LDAP 

LDAP can also be used to authenticate object store client users using the appliance. There a few minor points that 

need to be looked at. First, enable LDAP in the Directory Services section of the appliance and specify the IP 

address of the LDAP servers to be used. For each object store client user to be used with LDAP, a user needs to be 

added to the appliance. When you are adding a user, specify Directory in the Type field and specify the LDAP user 

name. Once they are added, LDAP users will show up with their username and full name (if it is specified) in LDAP 

under the GECOS attribute. 

 

Figure 13: Add LDAP user as an appliance client user 

 

 

Figure 14: Configured client users in an appliance 

In LDAP, you specify a group membership for each user. The group membership is not used by the object storage 

RESTful API authentication process. 

When a client user is authenticated, the appliance acts as a proxy server and the API client needs to issue an 

authentication request to the appliance. The appliance verifies the specified user credentials against the LDAP user 

credentials. The appliance then returns a token that can be used for any subsequent API calls by the client. 
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Figure 15: Swift API client authentication using LDAP 

There are a few points to be aware of when using LDAP on an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system. In many 

LDAP documents for users, the organizational unit (OU) People is used. However, it is not mandatory to use this OU 

type; for instance, the OU SwiftUsers could be used to group all Swift client users together. The default user search 

string in the appliance uses the People OU, so when you use a different user OU, make sure the proper user search 

string is set up under Configuration -> Services -> LDAP.  

When the CLI is used, set the following property:  

user_search = ou=SwiftUsers,dc=SunShine,dc=Local 

 

In the BUI, use edit Schema definition; Users -> Search descriptor in the LDAP Services section. 
 

A second item to be aware of is how LDAP users are set up for authentication. The appliance assumes the LDAP 

shadow account object is used for a user. If this is not the case, in the CLI, use the appliance LDAP service property 

user_mapobjclass to specify the used LDAP object class, for example: 

user_mapobjclass = shadowAccount=inetOrgPerson 

 

In the BUI, this property can be found under edit Schema definition; Users -> Object class mappings. 

 

Changing ACLs on Containers 

The object storage API supports the OpenStack v1.0 container and common ACL elements.  

Each ACL element contains separate access specifications for read access and write access. Read permission 

ACLs are specified using the X-Container-Read property and write permission ACLs are specified using the  

X-Container-Write property. A property can hold multiple comma-separated elements.  
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The following Swift client commands show an example of changing the ACLs on a container called ACL-test. 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   –A http://192.168.0.200/auth/v1.0/export/swift1/ACL-test stat 

                 Account: ACL-test 

              Containers: 0 

                 Objects: 0 

                   Bytes: 0 

X-Container-Object-Count: 5 

              X-Trans-Id: tx611b420a316863d49b3ae-0058fa16a0 

                  Server: Apache 

  X-Container-Bytes-Used: 10940 

             X-Timestamp: 1492784800.9 

        X-Container-Read: .r:*,.rlistings 

            Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/auth/v1.0/export/swift1 \ 

   post -w 'swift2' -r '.r:swift1,.r:swift2,.rlistings'ACL-test 

 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1  \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/auth/v1.0/export/swift1/ACL-test stat 

                 Account: ACL-test 

              Containers: 0 

                 Objects: 0 

                   Bytes: 0 

X-Container-Object-Count: 5 

       X-Container-Write: swift2 

              X-Trans-Id: tx1a37daff3f7ae25ece9db-0058fa1707 

                  Server: Apache 

  X-Container-Bytes-Used: 10940 

             X-Timestamp: 1492784903.11 

        X-Container-Read: .r:swift1,.r:swift2,.rlistings 

            Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

 

Client Scripting Examples 

Using Local User Authentication 

Here is an example script: 

# Example showing curl and Swift CLI commands for local user authentication 

DEBUG= 

# DEBUG="--debug" 

echo; echo  

echo "Unset any unwanted OS_ shell environment variables" 

echo "Start clean OS_" 

for ENV in `env | fgrep OS_ | cut -f1 -d'='` 

do 

        echo $ENV 

        unset $ENV 

done 

env | fgrep OS_ 

 

OBJURL_BASE=http://192.168.0.200 

VOL=export/swift1 

VOL1=export/kswift 

 

SWIFT_USER=swift1 

SWIFT_PASSWORD=swift1 

SWIFT_USER1=swift2 

SWIFT_PASSWORD1=swift2 

 

# local users to use 

SWIFT_USER=swift1 
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SWIFT_PASSWORD=swift1 

SWIFT_USER1=swift2 

SWIFT_PASSWORD1=swift2 

 

echo "Authenticate user $SWIFT_USER to retrieve an authentication token" 

MYTEXT=`curl --silent --show-error -i $OBJURL_BASE/auth/v1.0 -X GET \ 

               -H "X-Auth-User:$SWIFT_USER" \ 

               -H "X-Auth-Key:$SWIFT_PASSWORD" | egrep "X-[AS]" ` 

OBJURL=`echo "$MYTEXT" | fgrep X-Storage-Url | cut -f2 -d' ' | sed 's/\r//'` 

AUTHTOKEN=`echo "$MYTEXT" | fgrep X-Auth-Token | cut -f2 -d' ' | sed 's/\r//'` 

echo "For user $SWIFT_USER " 

echo "X-Storage-Url : $OBJURL" 

echo "X-Auth-Token : $AUTHTOKEN" 

echo 

 

echo "Authenticate user $SWIFT_USER1 to retrieve an authentication token " 

MYTEXT=`curl --silent --show-error -i $OBJURL_BASE/auth/v1.0 -X GET \ 

              -H "X-Auth-User:$SWIFT_USER1" \ 

              -H "X-Auth-Key:$SWIFT_PASSWORD1" | egrep "X-[AS]"` 

OBJURL1=`echo "$MYTEXT" | fgrep X-Storage-Url | cut -f2 -d' ' | sed 's/\r//'` 

AUTHTOKEN1=`echo "$MYTEXT" | fgrep X-Auth-Token | cut -f2 -d' ' | sed 's/\r//'` 

echo "For user $SWIFT_USER1 " 

echo "X-Storage-Url : $OBJURL1" 

echo "X-Auth-Token : $AUTHTOKEN1" 

echo 

 

# curl client use examples 

echo "==== Using local users $SWIFT_USER on the appliance to login using curl 

=================" 

echo "-------- Using TOKEN" 

# Specifying the share in URL 

curl -i $OBJURL_BASE/v1/$VOL -X GET \ 

      -H "X-Auth-User:$SWIFT_USER"  \ 

      -H "X-Auth-Token:$AUTHTOKEN"  

echo "--------" 

curl -i $OBJURL_BASE/v1/$VOL1 -X GET \ 

      -H "X-Auth-User:$SWIFT_USER1" \ 

      -H "X-Auth-Token:$AUTHTOKEN1" 

 

# Swift client command examples for local users 

# All Swift CLI examples use v1 command-line options as the tenant/project option is not  

# supported by the appliance 

 

echo "===== Output of some swift client commands =====" 

# Using swift -A for each Swift command triggers an authentication step for each command. 

# This slows down follow-up commands significantly. 

 

echo "----Using local user $SWIFT_USER on $VOL on the appliance to login -----------------

-" 

swift $DEBUG -A $OBJURL_BASE/auth/v1.0/$VOL -U $SWIFT_USER -K $SWIFT_PASSWORD list 

echo "----Using local user $SWIFT_USER1 on $VOL1  on the appliance to login --------------

----" 

swift $DEBUG -A $OBJURL_BASE/auth/v1.0/$VOL1 -U $SWIFT_USER1 -K $SWIFT_PASSWORD1 list 

 

# It is better to run swift auth command and let the OS_AUTH_TOKEN and OS_STORAGE_URL env 

# variable be set. 

# Note that those variables will be picked up by each subsequent Swift command; unset them 

# when switching to a different user, or explicitly specify them in the command-line  

# options. 

 

echo "Examples on setting OS_ env variables using swift cli client" 

`swift $DEBUG -A $OBJURL_BASE/auth/v1.0/$VOL -U $SWIFT_USER -K $SWIFT_PASSWORD auth` 

echo OS_AUTH_TOKEN = $OS_AUTH_TOKEN 

echo OS_STORAGE_URL= $OS_STORAGE_URL 

AUTHTOKEN=$OS_AUTH_TOKEN ; unset OS_AUTH_TOKEN 

OBJURL1=$OS_STORAGE_URL  ; unset OS_STORAGE_URL 

echo 
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# Now we can add user 2 to the mix. 

`swift $DEBUG -A $OBJURL_BASE/auth/v1.0/$VOL1 -U $SWIFT_USER1 -K $SWIFT_PASSWORD1 auth` 

echo OS_AUTH_TOKEN = $OS_AUTH_TOKEN 

echo OS_STORAGE_URL= $OS_STORAGE_URL 

AUTHTOKEN1=$OS_AUTH_TOKEN ; unset OS_AUTH_TOKEN 

OBJURL2=$OS_STORAGE_URL   ; unset OS_STORAGE_URL 

echo 

 

# Now we can do a list command for each user. 

 

echo "Using cli swift list for $SWIFT_USER using its token on $VOL" 

swift $DEBUG --os-auth-token $AUTHTOKEN --os-storage-url $OBJURL_BASE/v1/$VOL list 

echo "Using cli swift list for $SWIFT_USER1 using its token on $VOL1" 

swift $DEBUG --os-auth-token $AUTHTOKEN1 --os-storage-url $OBJURL_BASE/v1/$VOL1 list 

 

Here is the script output: 

Unset any unwanted OS_ shell environment variables 

Start clean OS_ 

Authenticate user swift1 to retrieve an authentication token 

For user swift1  

X-Storage-Url : http://192.168.0.200:80/object/v1/export/swift1 

X-Auth-Token : ZFSSA_602f803e-160d-11e7-9fc9-8800204e735e 

 

Authenticate user swift2 to retrieve an authentication token  

For user swift2  

X-Storage-Url : http://192.168.0.200:80/object/v1/export/swift1 

X-Auth-Token : ZFSSA_07edfe2c-160e-11e7-a260-880020c6e792 

 

==== Using local users swift1 on the appliance to login using curl ================= 

-------- Using TOKEN 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Fri, 31 Mar 2017 13:52:19 GMT 

Server: Apache 

X-Account-Object-Count: 9 

X-Account-Meta-BOOK: MobyDick 

X-Timestamp: 1490968339.14 

X-Account-Meta-SUBJECT: Literature 

X-Account-Bytes-Used: 27031 

X-Account-Container-Count: 6 

X-Trans-Id: txfe3e8f751888675ce93da-0058de5f13 

Transfer-Encoding: chunked 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8 

 

C2 

C3 

Container1 

Container2 

Cx 

SWIFT1 

-------- 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Fri, 31 Mar 2017 13:52:19 GMT 

Server: Apache 

X-Timestamp: 1490968339.16 

X-Account-Object-Count: 1 

X-Account-Container-Count: 3 

X-Account-Bytes-Used: 1189 

X-Trans-Id: txf22f8b40b3e64701dec4c-0058de5f13 

Transfer-Encoding: chunked 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8 

 

PB_Container 

kswift 
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qqq 

===== Output of some swift client commands ===== 

----Using local user swift1 on export/swift1 on the appliance to login ------------------ 

C2 

C3 

Container1 

Container2 

Cx 

SWIFT1 

----Using local user swift2 on export/kswift on the appliance to login ------------------ 

PB_Container 

kswift 

qqq 

Examples on setting OS_ env variables using swift cli client 

OS_AUTH_TOKEN = ZFSSA_602f803e-160d-11e7-9fc9-8800204e735e 

OS_STORAGE_URL= http://192.168.0.200:80/object/v1/export/swift1 

 

OS_AUTH_TOKEN = ZFSSA_07edfe2c-160e-11e7-a260-880020c6e792 

OS_STORAGE_URL= http://192.168.0.200:80/object/v1/export/kswift 

 

Using cli swift list for swift1 using its token on export/swift1 

C2 

C3 

Container1 

Container2 

Cx 

SWIFT1 

Using cli swift list for swift2 using its token on export/kswift 

PB_Container 

kswift 

qqq 

 

Using Keystone and Local User Authentication 

The following simple shell script illustrates the use of the curl command: first to retrieve a user token from 

Keystone and then to retrieve a list of containers. It is assumed that the Keystone configuration contains an endpoint 

URL to the share used as an object store on the appliance. The first curl list command uses the Keystone 

endpoint URL. The second curl list command uses a specific share name to retrieve a list of containers. 

SWIFT_USER=peter 

SWIFT_PASSWORD=peter 

AUTHURL=http://192.168.0.165:5000 

SWIFT_PROJECT=presales 

VOL1=/export/kswift 

OBJ_BASE=http://192.168.0.200 

# Get token for user and storage endpoint from Keystone 

CURLTXT=`curl -H "Content-Type:application/json" \ 

     -H "Accept:application/json" \ 

      --data-binary 

"{\"auth\":{\"passwordCredentials\":{\"username\":\"$SWIFT_USER\",\"password\":\"$SWIFT_PA

SSWORD\"}, \"tenantName\":\"$SWIFT_PROJECT\"}}" $AUTHURL/v2.0/tokens ` 

# Filter out token from JSON output 

TOKEN=`echo $CURLTXT | jq -r .access.token.id` 

# filter out storage URL from JSON output 

OBJURL=`echo $CURLTXT | jq -r '.access.serviceCatalog[] | select(.type == "object-store") 

|.endpoints[].publicURL'` 

 

echo $TOKEN 

echo $OBJURL 

set -x 

# Get list of contents of share in object store as configured in Keystone endpoint using  

# username and user TOKEN 

curl -i $OBJURL -X GET -H X-Auth-User:$SWIFT_USER -H X-Auth-Token:$TOKEN 

# For a different share than the default: 

curl -i $OBJ_BASE/v1$VOL1 -X GET -H X-Auth-User:$SWIFT_USER -H X-Auth-Token:$TOKEN 
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Script output: 

 

gAAAAABY27kUvg5yO0gtKRv7lvAKlFqQ7cu9hCGTLvT3g6cmzgfo7q7n7KG-p8o52-RsW7VsIYKncl--

nVhNLnnV8H8JtPP3BZ_H9T9BpMQEqlGr-aZYKu8enJwTI-

hgZfPcc_HTig0YDN35zTFQrp6nHbCRbzi_99umWW3pZaSY7fshZ5y6ojM 

http://192.168.0.200/object/v1/export/presales 

+ curl -i http://192.168.0.200/object/v1/export/presales -X GET -H X-Auth-User:peter -H X-

Auth-Token:gAAAAABY27kUvg5yO0gtKRv7lvAKlFqQ7cu9hCGTLvT3g6cmzgfo7q7n7KG-p8o52-RsW7VsIYKncl-

-nVhNLnnV8H8JtPP3BZ_H9T9BpMQEqlGr-aZYKu8enJwTI-

hgZfPcc_HTig0YDN35zTFQrp6nHbCRbzi_99umWW3pZaSY7fshZ5y6ojM 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Wed, 29 Mar 2017 14:39:32 GMT 

Server: Apache 

X-Timestamp: 1490798372.6 

X-Account-Object-Count: 1 

X-Account-Container-Count: 1 

X-Account-Bytes-Used: 4698 

X-Trans-Id: txb2aa3ea6ff6aed08c7b0b-0058dbc724 

Transfer-Encoding: chunked 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8 

 

C1 

+ curl -i http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/kswift -X GET -H X-Auth-User:peter -H X-Auth-

Token:gAAAAABY27kUvg5yO0gtKRv7lvAKlFqQ7cu9hCGTLvT3g6cmzgfo7q7n7KG-p8o52-RsW7VsIYKncl--

nVhNLnnV8H8JtPP3BZ_H9T9BpMQEqlGr-aZYKu8enJwTI-

hgZfPcc_HTig0YDN35zTFQrp6nHbCRbzi_99umWW3pZaSY7fshZ5y6ojM 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Wed, 29 Mar 2017 14:39:32 GMT 

Server: Apache 

X-Timestamp: 1490798373.04 

X-Account-Object-Count: 1 

X-Account-Container-Count: 3 

X-Account-Bytes-Used: 1189 

X-Trans-Id: tx3e3818b61b3fe926dca89-0058dbc724 

Transfer-Encoding: chunked 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8 

 

PB_Container 

kswift 

qqq 
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Object Store Do’s and Don’ts 

The OpenStack data repository for the Swift object data service contains many documents and specifications 

covering various aspects of the Swift object data service.  

It is not an easy task to understand when and where individual specifications and API usage rules apply and to 

avoid pitfalls during the setup process of using an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system as an object store and 

client application development. This section provides some recommendations and guidelines. 

Supported OpenStack Swift APIs 

The OpenStack specifications get updated and enhanced for each new OpenStack release. There are many 

OpenStack API documents. For the Swift data service, there are three at the moment. To make things more 

complicated, when an API command is issued, often the API version to be applied is part of the URL used in the API 

command. Within the OpenStack community, an initiative has been taken to consolidate the three Swift APIs into 

one and to remove API version numbers from API URLs. 

Currently there are three Swift APIs, as listed in the following table.  

TABLE 2. OPENSTACK SWIFT APIS 

API Type API Endpoint Version and Comment 

Object API http(s)://<Appliance>/v1/export/<sharename>/

<containername> 

OpenStack Swift Object API V1.0 

Object ACL 

API 

http(s)://<Appliance>/v1/export/<sharename>/

<containername> 

The Common ACL Elements from OpenStack Swift ACL API V1: 

https://docs.openstack.org/developer/swift/overview_acl.html 

 

Note: ACLs apply only to containers. 

http(s)://<Appliance>/authv1.0/ For Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance local and directory users, 

OpenStack authentication V1.0. 

Note: Username and user password are used for authentication. 

Authentication 

API 

http(s)://<KeystoneServer>:<port-

no>/vx.y/auth 

 

x and y are the version of the authentication 

API to be between the client and the Keystone 

server. 

For Keystone user authentication option: 

https://developer.openstack.org/api-ref/identity/v2/  

 

Note: The Keystone project or tenant and endpoint concept is not used 

by the appliance. 

 

Creating Shares for Object Store Use 

When you create a share to be used as an object store repository for the object store data service, a user needs to 

be specified as owner of the share. Once it is specified, the owner should not be changed for as long as the share is 

active.  

If other data services need to be active, it is highly recommended to set them in read-only mode to avoid clients 

using those data services to make any changes or load files on the share. 

Do not change ACLs and permission properties for a share that is created to be used for the object store data 

service; keep those as set up in the related project, as mentioned earlier. 

 

https://docs.openstack.org/developer/swift/overview_acl.html
https://developer.openstack.org/api-ref/identity/v2/
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Managing Concurrent-Write Object Access 

The OpenStack Swift Object API does not provide file or object locking to prevent simultaneous object-write access. 

Two client users could write a new version of an object around the same time. The last received write request will 

determine the new contents of the object. 

However, there is a way to let the object store repository automatically keep an archive of previous versions, so that 

older versions will not be lost. When deleting the current object version, the previous version will be restored. 

# Create a container to be used for versioning 

# curl -i http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/swift1/archive \ 

   -X PUT -H 'X-Auth-Token: ZFSSA_777afe84-28f6-11e7-b54a-8800209e1450' 

HTTP/1.1 201 Created 

Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 14:09:11 GMT 

Server: Apache 

X-Timestamp: 1493042952.52 

X-Trans-Id: tx26ce13094c034023b9e4f-0058fe0708 

Content-Length: 0 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

# Specify archiving to be used on container   

curl -i -X PUT -H "X-Auth-Token: $token" -H 'X-Versions-Location: archive' $storageURL/my-

container 

# Create a container with versioning enabled by using –X-Versioning-Location 

# curl -i -X PUT  -H 'X-Auth-Token: ZFSSA_777afe84-28f6-11e7-b54a-8800209e1450' \ 

   -H 'X-Versions-Location: archive' \ 

   http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/swift1/my-container 

HTTP/1.1 201 Created 

Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 14:10:46 GMT 

Server: Apache 

X-Timestamp: 1493043046.85 

X-Trans-Id: txdc49c4860fefc64794a1f-0058fe0766 

Content-Length: 0 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

# echo aa > aa.txt 

# curl -i -X PUT \ 

   -H 'X-Auth-Token: ZFSSA_777afe84-28f6-11e7-b54a-8800209e1450' \ 

   -T aa.txt http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/swift1/my-container/aa.txt 

HTTP/1.1 100 Continue 

 

HTTP/1.1 201 Created 

Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 14:15:44 GMT 

Server: Apache 

Content-Length: 0 

Accept-Ranges: bytes 

Last-Modified: 2017-04-24T14:15:44 

Etag: 9e0186db9525655612e39dd2921b4e8a 

X-Timestamp: 1493043344.24 

X-Trans-Id: tx4fa655ab4f90e47c88a39-0058fe0890 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1 

# echo bb >> aa.txt 

# curl -i -X PUT \ 

   -H 'X-Auth-Token: ZFSSA_777afe84-28f6-11e7-b54a-8800209e1450' \ 

   -T aa.txt http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/swift1/my-container/aa.txt 

HTTP/1.1 100 Continue 

 

HTTP/1.1 201 Created 

Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 14:15:44 GMT 

Server: Apache 

Content-Length: 0 

Accept-Ranges: bytes 

Last-Modified: 2017-04-24T14:15:44 

Etag: 9e0186db9525655612e39dd2921b4e8a 

X-Timestamp: 1493043344.24 
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X-Trans-Id: tx4fa655ab4f90e47c88a39-0058fe0890 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1 

# Do a list of the archive container to see the two archive aa.txt objects. 

# curl -i -H 'X-Auth-Token: ZFSSA_777afe84-28f6-11e7-b54a-8800209e1450' \ 

   http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/swift1/archive 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 14:30:21 GMT 

Server: Apache 

X-Container-Bytes-Used: 9 

X-Timestamp: 1493044221.88 

X-Container-Read: .r:*,.rlistings 

X-Container-Object-Count: 2 

X-Trans-Id: tx513ec1868e1b62f8f21a8-0058fe0bfd 

Transfer-Encoding: chunked 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8 

 

006aa.txt/1493043299.45 

006aa.txt/1493043344.25 

 

Using Other Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance Data Services with the Object Store Data Service 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems provide multiple data protocols for client access to the internal ZFS file 

system. Multiclient access to a file system brings with it the risk of clients accessing the same data at the same time. 

This is fine when all clients read data, but not when there are multiple clients writing data to the same file at the 

same time. Some data services, such as NFS, SMB, and WebDAV, have a file-locking mechanism to let clients lock 

a file while making updates. Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems support NFS-SMB cross-protocol file locking, 

meaning NFS and SMB clients can use the same share and lock files to prevent overwriting of files. Clients using 

any other data services in parallel should be aware of the risk of concurrent file updates. 

As described in the previous section, the Swift API does not provide for file locking, for example, in the NFS or SMB 

data protocols. The ZFS object store is an extra layer on top of the regular file system layer. This is important to 

realize. The ZFS object store layer handles the extra metadata related to the Swift object storage subsystem. All 

account, container, and object metadata is stored and managed within that software layer. The appliance allows 

administrators to enable multiple data services for the same share. When a share is accessed through any data 

service other than the object store data service, objects will be “visible” as files but without any associated object 

store metadata. Files copied to the object store repository using other data services will not be visible to clients 

through the object store data service, because there is no metadata created for those files. Therefore, it is strongly 

recommended to restrict the use of other data services on a share using the object store data service, and when you 

use them, use them only in read-only mode. 

Managing ACLs 

Changing ACLs in the object store repository must only be done using the Swift API interface, not by any other data 

service that might be set to active for that share. As mentioned earlier, if access through another Oracle ZFS 

Storage Appliance data service is required, that data service should be set to read-only mode. Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance systems support v1.0 of the OpenStack Swift ACL API. This version supports manipulation of ACLs for 

containers, but not for accounts. The appliance handles account (== share) access permissions by defining the 

owner of the share at the time the share is created. The owner of the share has read and write access to the share 

by default. The owner can create containers in the share and grant other users read or read and write access to that 

container. When a container is created, by default all client users have read access and have permission to see the 

list of objects present in the container. The appliance supports “*” as a wildcard to specify all users. It does not 

support the Swift OpenStack <project-id>:<username> syntax. 
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In the appliance BUI, do not use the Access tab under shares to manage ACLs and access permissions when you 

use an object store repository. In this section of the BUI, the permissions and ACLs that directly make use of the 

underlying appliance file system are managed. 

 

Figure 16: Use permissions and ACL BUI information for reference only 

You can use the BUI, and the equivalent CLI interface for reference, to see how the ACL changes made by the Swift 

API have been translated into appliance-type ACLs. Also, note that the user set as owner of a share when the share 

was created is visible in the Root Directory ACL section. Do not make any changes in this section when you use the 

share as an object store. 

Note that when you use Keystone as authentication method, the appliance always uses the user swift when 

processing ACL permissions with Swift API commands. 

Swift Client User Authentication 

Swift client users can be authenticated directly by the appliance or indirectly through an OpenStack Keystone 

service. 

Authentication Using an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance System 

All client users need to be set up on the appliance, either as local or as directory type users. Usernames can be 

used in the Swift ACL elements for read and write access. The UNIX group entity for a user is not used during the 

Swift authentication process or in the ACL elements.  
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In the Object Store Services section of the appliance set up, there is a field to specify a default path. This field can 

be used to specify the default object store share to be used for a client. This location is returned to the client at the 

end of a successful authentication API request as follows: 

X-Storage-Url : http://192.168.0.200:80/object/v1/export/swift1 

 

This URL can then be used in any subsequent API requests. When multiple shares are used, the client has to 

explicitly specify the share location as part of the API request. 

Authentication Using the Keystone Server 

As described earlier, authentication using OpenStack Keystone is supported by the object store repository. The 

client needs to retrieve an access token directly from the Keystone server. This token can then be used by the client 

for any subsequent Swift API actions. 

Depending on the version of OpenStack that is used, the Keystone server database needs to be populated with 

domain, project, user, and role information. At a minimum, a client needs to supply a project, the username, and the 

user password during an authentication request.  

When a client successfully authenticates with a Keystone server, the Keystone server sends back some additional 

information about the user as configured in the Keystone database. One of the elements returned is the  

X-Storage-URL. A Keystone administrator can set up endpoints for all data services configured in Keystone, 

including Nova, Glance, and Swift. For Swift, the endpoint uses the type object-store. For the Swift data service in 

Keystone, part of the path in the URL is the ID of the project or tenant the user was authenticated against. An Oracle 

ZFS Storage Appliance system does not use the OpenStack Keystone project or tenant. This makes the setting of 

the object-store endpoints for use with the appliance’s use of the X-Storage-URL a bit tricky when using multiple 

shares on the appliance are object store repositories. The endpoints can be used to specify a default share to be 

used by the client and let the client specify a specific share to be used for object manipulation using the Swift API. 

Synchronization of the System Clock 

When you use a distributed computer environment in which elements access tokens are time-dependent, it is 

important to keep the system clocks between all computer nodes synchronized. The best way to do this is to use a 

common NTP server from which all nodes synchronize their system clock. The appliance can be configured to use 

an NTP server as shown in the next figure. The NTP server can either be manually specified or automatically 

detected by multicast protocol. 

 

Figure 17: Setting up an NTP server 

 

http://192.168.0.200/object/v1/export/swift1
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Other Examples 

Using Custom Metadata 

User custom metadata can be added to the share root (account) of the object store repository, an account, or an 

object itself. Custom metadata is arbitrary key-value pairs, with the key label indicating the type of object it is to be 

used for. 

TABLE 3. CUSTOM METADATA KEY-VALUE PAIRS 

Object Type Metadata Key 

Share (account) X-Account-Meta-<Name> 

Container X-Container-Meta-<Name> 

Object X-Object-Meta-<Name> 

 

The following example uses a share or account called MyMusic with containers UK_Pop and Various, each of which 

holds an MP3 image of a CD. For each item, some custom metadata is set. 

 

# curl -i http://192.168.0.200/auth/v1.0/export/MyMusic \ 

   -X GET -H X-Auth-User:swift1 -H X-Auth-Key:swift1 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Fri, 05 May 2017 10:37:26 GMT 

Server: Apache 

X-Storage-Url: http://192.168.0.200:80/object/v1/export/MyMusic 

X-Storage-Token: ZFSSA_d5d99ce8-317e-11e7-b399-88002095da42 

X-Auth-Token: ZFSSA_d5d99ce8-317e-11e7-b399-88002095da42 

X-Trans-Id: tx35437f571e68ed73f5ddf-00590c55e7 

Content-Length: 0 

Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8 

 

# export token=ZFSSA_d5d99ce8-317e-11e7-b399-88002095da42 

 

# curl -X POST -H "X-Auth-Token: $token" \ 

   -H "X-Account-Meta-Owner: Peter Brouwer" \  

   http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic 

# curl -X POST -H "X-Auth-Token: $token" \ 

   -H "X-Account-Meta-Contents: Music Library" \ 

   http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic 

# curl -X POST -H "X-Auth-Token: $token" \ 

   -H "X-Container-Meta-Contents: British Pop" \ 

   http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic/UK_Pop 

# curl -X POST -H "X-Auth-Token: $token" \ 

   -H "X-Container-Meta-Contents: Pop Various" \ 

   http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic/Various 

# curl -X POST -H "X-Auth-Token: $token" \ 

   -H "X-Object-Meta-Artist: Beatles" \ 

   http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic/UK_Pop/AbbeyRoad.mp3 

# curl -X POST -H "X-Auth-Token: $token" \ 

   -H "X-Object-Meta-Artist: Daby Toure & Skip McDonald" \ 

   http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic/Various/'DabyToure&SkipMcDonald.mp3’ 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic stat 

      Account: MyMusic 

   Containers: 2 

      Objects: 2 

        Bytes: 8 
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   Meta Owner: Peter Brouwer 

Meta Contents: Music Library 

 Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

       Server: Apache 

  X-Timestamp: 1493983191.59 

   X-Trans-Id: tx8877734e40a5ee95e61e9-00590c5fd7 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic/UK_Pop stat 

                  Account: UK_Pop 

               Containers: 0 

                  Objects: 0 

                    Bytes: 0 

 X-Container-Object-Count: 1 

               X-Trans-Id: tx00c0218f4e66c890af4ea-00590c5fe4 

                   Server: Apache 

   X-Container-Bytes-Used: 4 

X-Container-Meta-Contents: British Pop 

              X-Timestamp: 1493983204.68 

         X-Container-Read: .r:*,.rlistings 

             Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic/UK_Pop/AbbeyRoad.mp3 stat 

             Account: AbbeyRoad.mp3 

          Containers: 0 

             Objects: 0 

               Bytes: 0 

X-Object-Meta-Artist: Beatles 

       Accept-Ranges: bytes 

              Server: Apache 

       Last-Modified: 2017-05-05T11:10:59 

                Etag: 5c9597f3c8245907ea71a89d9d39d08e 

         X-Timestamp: 1493983281.57 

          X-Trans-Id: tx5afdd901eae96fccf4ad8-00590c6031 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic/Various stat 

                  Account: Various 

               Containers: 0 

                  Objects: 0 

                    Bytes: 0 

 X-Container-Object-Count: 1 

               X-Trans-Id: tx0f2f88cb921440a1d6a4c-00590c60c3 

                   Server: Apache 

   X-Container-Bytes-Used: 4 

X-Container-Meta-Contents: Pop Various 

              X-Timestamp: 1493983427.13 

         X-Container-Read: .r:*,.rlistings 

             Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic/Various/'DabyToure&SkipMcDonald.mp3’ \ 

   stat 

                  Account: DabyToure&SkipMcDonald.mp3 

               Containers: 0 

                  Objects: 0 

                    Bytes: 0 

 X-Container-Object-Count: 1 

               X-Trans-Id: tx7307698d4fd844e69374b-00590c65e4 

                   Server: Apache 

X-Object-Meta-Album: Daby Toure & Skip McDonald in Session 

              X-Timestamp: 1493984740.67 

         X-Container-Read: .r:*,.rlistings 

             Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 
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Using the Bulk Delete or Upload Option 

Any user that has write access defined in a container ACL can delete objects from the container. Multiple objects 

can be deleted using the bulk-delete option. For this operation, a file needs to be created, using the format 

container/object, that contains all the files to be deleted from the container.  

The maximum supported number of files that can be deleted can be found using the swift information command: 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic info 

Core: swift 

 Options: 

  account_listing_limit: 10000 

  container_listing_limit: 10000 

  max_account_name_length: 255 

  max_container_name_length: 255 

  max_file_size: 5368709122 

  max_header_size: 8192 

  max_meta_count: 40 

  max_meta_name_length: 128 

  max_meta_overall_size: 4096 

  max_meta_value_length: 255 

  max_object_name_length: 255 

  max_tag_signature_length: 1024 

  strict_cors_mode: True 

  version: 1.0 

Additional middleware: bulk_delete 

 Options: 

  max_deletes_per_request: 10000 

  max_failed_deletes: 1000 

Additional middleware: bulk_upload 

 Options: 

  max_containers_per_extraction: 10000 

  max_failed_extractions: 1000 

Additional middleware: zos_auth 

 Options: 

  pam_service: httpd 

  reseller_prefix: ZFSSA 

  token_life: 86400 

Additional middleware: zos_mdgen 

 Options: 

  num_ths: 1000 

  queue_size: 0 

 

In the following example, three objects are created in a container called Various. A file called object_to_delete 

contains the name of the object to be deleted. A curl command is used to delete those objects. 

 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic \ 

   upload --object-name a1 Various aa.txt 

a1 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic \ 

   upload --object-name a2 Various aa.txt 

a2 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic \ 

   upload --object-name a3 Various aa.txt 

a3 

# vi object_to_delete 

# cat objects_to_delete 

Various/a1 
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Various/a2 

Various/a3 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic/Various list 

DabyToure&SkipMcDonald.mp3 

a1 

a2 

a3 

aa.txt 

# curl -X DELETE -H "X-Auth-Token: $token" \ 

   -T objects_to_delete \ 

   "http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic/Various/?bulk-delete" 

Number Deleted: 3 

Number Not Found: 0 

Response Body:  

Response Status: 200 OK 

Errors: 

# swift -U swift1 -K swift1 \ 

   -A http://192.168.0.200/v1/export/MyMusic/Various list 

DabyToure&SkipMcDonald.mp3 

aa.txt 

#  

 

Multiple file uploads can be accomplished in a similar manner, using the bulk-upload option. 
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» Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance product information: 

oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/storage/nas/overview/index.html 
» Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance white papers and subject-specific resources: 

oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-unified-storage/documentation/index.html 

» Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance documentation library, including installation, analytics, customer service, and 

administration guides:  

docs.oracle.com/en/storage/  

» OpenStack Swift project documentation: 

docs.openstack.org/developer/swift/ 

» Recommended related white paper: “Networking Best Practices with Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance” at 

oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-unified-storage/documentation/index.html 
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